
3. enGaGinG in baTTle

Now, starting with the defender, then alternating back and forth, 
each player must play a unit from their battle force faceup on the 
table between them until both players have played all of the units 
in their battle forces.

Exception: If the attacker is attacking a walled city, the attacker 
must play the first unit rather than the defender.

When a player plays the first unit in battle, this creates what is 
called the first Front. After that, each time a player plays a unit, 
they must either start a new front or attack an existing enemy 
front (if any exist to attack).

sTarTinG a new frOnT

Starting a new front is simply playing a unit without attacking 
another unit. The newly played unit remains in play until killed 
or until the end of the battle. There can never be more than one 
unit in a front.

Example 1: Below, player A has a strength 3 mounted unit 
in play. Player B, not wanting to attack it, plays a strength 2 
mounted unit below it in a new front. Since there are no other 
units in either front, no attacks occur.
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aTTackinG an enemy frOnT

To attack an existing front, the player places their unit card in 
front of a faceup enemy unit already played in this battle. The 
two unit cards then immediately attack each other. Each unit 
card deals a number of Wounds equal to its strength to the 
other unit. Any unit that suffers wounds equal to its strength 
is immediately killed and returned faceup to the bottom of the 
unit deck it was originally acquired from. If a unit survives 
the attack, wound tokens are placed on the card to indicate the 
damage. All wounds go away at the end of the battle.

Example 2: This time, player B’s strength 2 unit is in play first. 
Player A, having a strength 3 unit in hand, plays their unit into 
the strength 2 unit’s front, attacking it. The strength 3 unit 
deals three wounds to the weaker unit, killing it, and suffers 
two wounds in return. This damage is not enough to kill the 
strength 3 unit, so two wound tokens are placed on it to record 
the damage. Should this unit survive until the end of the battle, it 
will then fully heal.
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Even if a unit was previously wounded, it still inflicts its full 
strength in wounds to any unit that attacks it.

Example 3: After killing the strength 2 unit in example 3, player 
A’s wounded strength 3 unit is attacked by another strength 3 unit 
played by player B. Although it still has two wounds, player A’s 
unit still deals its full damage to player B’s unit. In this instance, 
both units are killed, since each deals three wounds to the other.
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One of the key military concepts in Sid Meier’s 
Civilization: The Board Game is the difference between 
armies and units.

Armies are plastic figures that move around the map, 
indicating the presence of a player’s military forces. 
However, without units, armies have no strength and the 
player is extremely unlikely to win a battle.

Units are square cards that are used to resolve battles. 
Units represent the strength of a player’s military forces. 
However, units have no physical location on the map and 
cannot be used outside a player’s cities without an army.

Thus, a player needs both armies and units to succeed at a 
military victory.

armies vs. uniTs



TrumpinG uniTs

Not all unit types are equally capable against all other unit 
types. In fact, there is a rock-paper-scissors relationship between 
artillery, infantry, and mounted units, as shown below:

This relationship is shown on the unit cards by their trump 
symBols. For example, infantry units are particularly effective 
against mounted units (e.g., pikemen versus knights), so infantry 
units have the mounted unit symbol as their trump symbol. 
When a unit attacks or is attacked by a unit that it has pictured 
on its card as a trump symbol, it trumps that unit, dealing its 
damage before the other unit can do so. If this damage kills the 
trumped unit, the trumped unit deals no damage back to the unit 
trumping it, since it is already dead before it can deal its damage.

Example 4: In example 3, previously, if player B’s attacking 
strength 3 unit was an infantry unit, it would trump player A’s 
wounded unit. Thus, player B’s unit would deal its 3 wounds 
first, killing the wounded unit before it could attack back, and 
would survive the attack without suffering a single wound.
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Trump

Tip: Obviously, a player whose units are trumped frequently 
during a battle is at a serious disadvantage. Players should 
observe what units other players are producing and react 
accordingly.

baTTle abiliTies

Some tech cards have resource abilities that are used during 
battle. These abilities are always used before or after attacking 
an enemy front, never during – even if some of their effects may 
last through an attack.

aircrafT uniTs

If a player learns the Flight tech, they become capable of 
producing aircraft units. Aircraft units are very powerful units 
(their strength ranges from 5 to 7) that cannot trump or be 
trumped by any unit. This means that aircraft units reliably deal 
their damage, no matter what enemies they are faced with.

4. resOlvinG The baTTle

After both players have played all of their battle forces, the battle 
is over. First, all wounds are removed from the surviving units in 
the battle. Then, each player tallies up the strength of all of their 
surviving units, adding in the value of the combat bonus card (if 
they have it). The player with the highest total wins the battle, 
with ties going to the defender.

winner’s fiGure lOsses

The winner then loses one army figure in the square for every 
two units of theirs that were killed in the battle. A player’s last 
army figure in the square can never be lost this way.

winner’s lOOT

The winner of the battle receives a reward depending on the 
loser’s circumstances in the battle.

If the loser had one or more figures in the square:

The loser’s figures in that square are all killed and are removed 
from the board (although they may be built again later). The 
winner may then take their choice of one of the following from 
the loser:

Up to three points of trade from the loser’s trade dial• 
Up to three culture tokens• 
Any one resource token (facedown hut and village tokens • 
may be chosen, but the winner does not get to see what they 
are before choosing).

If the loser was defending one of their non-capital cities:

The loser’s city is destroyed. Its city marker is returned to its 
owner’s civilization sheet. Any buildings in its outskirts are 
returned to the market, and any wonders or great people in its 
outskirts are returned to the box and removed from the game. 
The winner’s figures remain in the square where the city center 
was, and the winner then gets to do one of the following:

Learn one of the loser’s known techs that the winner does not • 
know, without having to pay the trade cost. The winner must 
have a legal spot in their tech pyramid to do so (see page 21).
Steal one of the loser’s culture event cards. The winner only • 
gets to look at the card backs when choosing.
Steal up to any two resource tokens from the loser. Facedown • 
hut and village tokens may be chosen, but the winner does 
not get to see what they are before choosing.

If the loser was defending their capital city:

The winner immediately wins the game with a military • 
victory.

Tip: Since the first player to conquer a capital city wins the game, 
players must be careful not to weaken their opponents too much 
when there are other hostile armies near that player’s capital.
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